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Discovery of the Arms Caches

On August 6, 1986 Chilean security forces discovered near
Carrizal Ba^o on the coastline of northern Chile the f irst of
eight teit-rorist arms caches. This initial cache — consisting of
342 assault rifles — was found in a large depression located 600
meters from a small cove. Terrorists captured with the weapons
ioentifiéd themselves as members of the Manuel Roariguez
Patriotic Front (FPMR). They stated that this cove had served
as the landing área for several illicit seaborne arms
deliveries that haa taken place since early 1986. These
individuáis led Chilean security officers to an abandoned
mine—located about 12 kilometers from the cove. There over
200rOOO rounds of 5.56mm rifle ammunition and 315 Bloc
rocket-propelletí antitank grenades were discovered. The
jnunitions had been stacked with almost geometric precisión in a
large chamDer several hundred meters from the mine entrance,
ana the terrorists had constructed an elabórate winch and
pulley system to raise and lower the ammunition crates.

Over the next two weeks other arms caches* were
discovered — most also located near Carrizal -Bajo. Together,
these contained the most ordnance ever found at one time in the
possession of Latín American terrorists. The caches sites were
extremely well constructed and clearly intended for the
long-term storage of large guantities of ordnance.

o In a suburb of Vallenarf 1320 assault rifles/ nearly one
million rouncs of rifle ammunition, and B94 antitank
rockets were found in a concrete-reinf orced underground
vault located near an abandoned hotel purchasea by FPMR
members earlier in the year. The vault measured
approximately eight meters long by four meters wide by
three meters high. It was panelee, reinforced with bolted
wooden beams, and tarred in an efíort to protect the
weapons against moisrure and dirt.

o A similarly well-constructed site was discovered under a
house in Huasco, a small town a few kilometers sourh of
Carrizal 6030. This site houseo what was apparently an
underground training schooL.with an indoor firinc range
ano a classroom with wooden benches which foldea down from
the walls. An identical underground school was found
further south near Santiago.
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o Photographs of these schools and other cache sites show
that iftany haa iaentical vaulted wooden ceilings. The
unifotm construction suggests that these structures may
have been prefaoricatea, providing another indication of
the oonsiaerable effort and planning that preceded the
placement of arms at each cache.

The Recovered Ordnance

The Chilean caches consist of heretofore unheard of
quantities of a few types of extremely lethal weapons ideal for
terrorist or insurgent use. The quantitities are larger than
any previously discovered shipments in the hands of Latin
American terrorists. Most of the captured ordnance consists of
either US weapons manufacturea during the Vietnam war or
comparatively newer oranance of Soviet Bloc origin. Almost all
of the over 3,000 US M16A1 assault rifles were manufactured in
the late 196üs and early'1970s and were probably originally
sent to US forces in Vietnam. Traces run on some of the Ml6s
reveal that at least ten had been sent to 'Vietnam oetween 1967
and 1969. Similarly, many of the M16s had early, .pre-1968 open
flash-suppressors, and most had unchromed bolts—another
indication of pre-1970's manufacture. All had US Government
property stamps—indicating that they had not been sold to a
foreign country—and many bore a model designation used only on
the eárly-model Ml6s sent to US troops in Vietnam. The weapons
were found with a full complement of ancillary equipment
including cleaning kits, extra magazines, and rifle
slings—many of which were in their original wrappings with
Vietnamese labels.

Other captured Ítems of US origin include 167 M72 Light
Antitank Weapons (LAW) and nearly two million rounds of 5.56mm
ammunition for the M16s. Most of the LAWs were manufacturec
between 1970 and 1974 and were sent to Vietnam. Similarly,
much of the K16 ammunition was produced for the US military
during the early 1970s.

In contrast to the oltíer US arms, all of the Bloc ordnance
appearec to be in mint condition, and of relatively recent
manufacture. This was most noticeable in the case of the 114
RPG-7 rocket launchers and the nearly 2,000 rounds of RPG-7
rocket propelled grenaoes. These grenades are of Bulgarian
origin, and were proauced in 1984. All of the RPG-7 booster
propulsión, and warheao components were founc in their original
factory wrappings. Similarly, the RPG-7 launchers founo in
Chile were in very good condition ana carne complete with unused
web gear, spare parts, ana optical sights.

Much of the Bloc-origin rifle ammunition and other
expenáables is also of relatively recent manufacture and was
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found packed in original factory containers. This materiel
included nearly 5,000 Soviet non-electric blasting caps made in
1979 and nea¿ly 1,000 rounds of Soviet 7.62x39mm Kalashnikov "
ammunition of 1977 and 1982 vintage. In addition, nearly 2,000 7
Soviet-styleF-l hand grenades and Soviet UZRGh ignitor -
assemblies wfere recovered, all packed in their original factory _ "
containers and in excellent condition. The only older Bloc
ordnance found was several thousand rounds of 1960s-vintage _
Bulgarian rifle ammunition. •

Cuba; The Regional Source ^

Both the quantities invblved and the composition of the
arms caches rule out the possibility of the arms having been *
obtained from prívate sources abroad or from existing *
stockpiles within Chile. The cost of the*weapons found and the
logistical problems associated with moving them probably put an »
effort of this scale beyond the resources of ¿ny Chilean *
terrorist group acting inoepenoently. Outside help, therefore,
is certain. Hanoi has not solo its captured US ordnance to *
prívate dealers, and information regarding the other Latín
American countries where these arms have turned up points to
Cuca as the regional supplier, with Nicaragua having served as |
an intermediary for arms destined for El Salvador, Guatemala,
and Honduras.

In this case, the evidence points to Cuba. Of those
states who could have assisted the FPMR terrorists, Cuba stanos
out as having hao access to both new Bloc ordnance ano US }
Vietnam vintage weapons through its Bloc allies and the
capability to^deliver the ordnance through its fishing vessels
operating regularly in international waters off the Chilean }
coastline.

Moreover, similar materiel in smaller quantities—some }
from the same lot number and date inaicators—has been captured
from Cuba-backeó terrorists in other Latin American countries
óuring the past few years: I

o Other US M16s traceable to Vietnam have been captureo
since the early 1980s from leftist insurgents and i
terrorists in El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Jamaica,
and Colombia.

o One of the'US LAW antitank weapons found in Chile bears
lot atid date indicators ióentical to those on another LAVí
captured in June 1986 from leítist-backed rebels in El
Salvador. All of the LAVís in this.lot were sent to
Vietnam in Octooer 1973. The discovery of two of these
weapons—thirteen years later-~in the possession of *
leftist terrorists in so distant countries as El Salvador
and Chile suggests that these LAWS were captured together
by Hanoi antí'subsequently shipped to Cuoa for óisbursement
to communist terrorists in Latín America.
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o Several thousand rounds o£ the 7.62x51mm (NATO caliber)
ammunitign founa in Chile were manufactured in 1962 in 9
Bulgaria*and are identical to Bulgarian ammunition
captured-^ in 1984 from leftist rebels in El Salvaaor.
SiroilaT *L960s-vintage Bulgarian ammunition was used by ^ 1
Colombian M-19 terrorists during their 1985 takeover of
the Palace of Justice in Bogotá. Weapons traceable to
Cuba and to Nicaragua were used by the M-19 during this i
same attack.

The sheer volume of ordnance—weighing an estimated 70 I
tons—indicates delivery by sea and tenas to substantiate
statements by captured terrorists that the weapons were
offloaded from larger Cuban boats into smaller vessels-owned by *
the terrorists prior to delivery to the cove at Carrizal ba}o.
The physical condition of some of the ordnance also indicates
delivery by sea. Most of the captured web gear and ammunition *
pouches were dampf and some of the rifle ammunition was wet and
heavily corroaed—suggesting exposure to salt water. fc

A Chilean press report claims the Cuban fisheries ship
"Rio Najasa* is one possinle candidate in aelivery of the
arms. International shipping records show this ship could have
made a delivery off the northern coast of Chile in Kay 1986.
Six other Cuban ships of the same class also traveled to the
west coast of South America between Kay and July ana could have
unloaáed weapons into smaller boats at sea. The Chilean
authorities have seized one such small vessel, the "Astrid
Sue," a Chilean boat purchased in Caldera by captured FPMR
terrorists earlier in 1986.

Implications

The size, location, and construction of the arms caches
suggest that the captured weapons were part of sophisticated
plans for a protracted conflict rather than for a series of
quick, hit-ana-run operations designed to harass Pinochet
government forees. Most of the ordnance uncovered to date was
found in large caches in northern Chile near the reported
óelivery point, indicating that no immiment use was plannec.
Caches found in the Santiago área were far smallerf suggesting
that most oí the delivered ordnance has not yet Deen spíit. up"
and disbursed to smaller operarional cells throughout the
country.

The presence of training schools suggestea a long-term
effort to build up the capability to seriously confront Chilean
security forces. With the quantity of captured ordnance the
FPMR could have equippec as many as several thousand *
insurgents. Wnile the FPMR presently does not have the
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capacity to equip a large number of insurgents or terrorists,
the assassination attempt on Presiden! Pinochet in ̂ early ^
September-*-f or which the FPMR took responsibilty—indicates *
both thatrthe FPMR still possesses weapons similar to those
captured in the caches and that the group is willing to use ~ *
these arm£ in attacks on high profile targets. An RPG-7, a *
LAW, and M16 rifles were used in the attack.

That so much oranance could be secretly delivered to *
terrorists in Chile suggests that other Latin American nations
with long stretches of desertea coastline could also be I
vulnerable to similar Cuban efforts. Few, if any, nations have
the capaoility to patrol their coasts adequately in order to
oetect suspicious shipping activity. . .

The discovery of large quantities of Vietnam-vintage US
weapons in Chile suggests that large quantities of these arms t

have been introouced into Soviet client states in Latin
America. It can be anticipated .that more US weapons captured
in 1975 by Hanoi will be channeled through Cuba and Nicaragua
to leftist insurgents and terrorist organizations in the
región.
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Arms Giche in Chile
Is Linked to Cubans
Analysts Say Destabilization Is Objective

By Joanne Omang
W«Amfftoil fe* Staff Writor

Ten tons pf artas found hidden üi
.Chile two months ago provide ev-
idence that Cuba and the Soviet
•Union are making a new effort to
•destabilize the government of Pres-
•ideñt Augusto Pinochet and even-
ttifklty foment a civil war, according
'to U.S. intelligence analysts.
* However, the discoveries have
.\\tvietm\ned some of Pinochet's
pritics and strengthened his 13-
year-old government, at least tent-
porarily, the analysts said.
- , An interagency report on the

• arms, sent by the State Department
last week to more than 35 govern-
ments and later made pubüc, said
the quantity, cost and types of arms
in the cache, and logistics needed to
assemble them, "put an effort of
-this scate beyond the resources of
any Chilean terrorist group acting
independently.

* "Outside help, theréfore is cer-
taín (and| ín this case, the evidence
poiñts to Cuba," which has access
through Soviet-bloc allies to new
Soviet* and U.S.-made weapons
captured in Vietnam, the report
said.

• The discovery at 10 sites in
jnorthern Chile yielded 3,383 used

M16 rifles, 296 U.S. and East Bloc
bazookas, 2 million rounds oí am-
munition, nearly 2,000 Soviet rock*
et-propelled grenades and other
explosives, the report said. The
arms were valued at more than $10
million.

One site was an abandoned mine
rigged with "an elabórate winch-
and-pulley system* for moving
crates, while another was a paneled
and weatherproof underground
vault.

Two housed underground class-
rooms and training facilities, and
several had identical, apparently
prefabricated, wooden ceilings, the
report said.

Robert S. Gelbard, deputy assist-
ant secretary of state for South
American affairs, said the arms had
not been purchased on the interna-
tional market because many of the
M16s and the Soviet grenade war»
heads were in originaf wrapptngs.
He said U.S. intelligence agencies
"have explicit information that the
Cubans sent them."

There ts a clear effort by Cuba
and the Soviet Union to destabilize
the región, and we will fight that
very hard," Gelbard said. "We are
making it clear to them that this
eould provoke a strong U.S. reac-
tion.11

The Manuel Rodríguez Front,

" the armed wing of the Chilean conv.
munist party, Mprobably was prepar-
ing for a civil war at some point,*
Gelbard said, although Ü numbers
about 1,000 militants, Chilean of-
ficials have said the front has
claimed responsibiUty for the arms
and is seeking to depict their dis-
covery as evidence of guerrilla
strength.

The report notes, however, that
the caches were "clearly intended
for the long-term storage of large'

. quantities of ordnance,* and Gel-
bard said many analysts believe that
the arms were intended for use
against a post-Pinochet govern-
ment, presumably weaker.

Cuba and the Soviets have tra-
ditionally expressed strong interest

., in Chile, which has had an active
cotnmunist party since the 1930s
and where respected public opinión
polis say about 16 percent of the
population supports the far left.

Pinochet took power in 1973 by
overthrowing a democratically
elected socialist government that

* had proved unable to control de-
monstrations firom the right and far
left.

Pinochet declared a state of siege
three years ago in the face of other

• protests and has argued since a
nearly successful attempt on his life
Sept. 7 that the left plans to launch
a full-scale guerrilla war. Critics
who snickered at that claim "are
seeing now that there is a real dan-
gervw Gelbard said.

He noted that the centrist Chris-
tlan Democratic Party has moved to
exclude communists from elections
on grounds that they are Mantidem-

> ocratic/ a position Pinochet has
advocated. ;


